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ABSTRACT

We present a modified corrective training method using state segment information in the hidden Markov model 

(HMM). The modified corrective training method corrects the HMM parameters using the segmental K-means al

gorithm instead of the forward-backward algorithm used in the conventional corrective training methods. This is 

motivated from the fact that the segmental K-means algorithm has more emphasis on the model state segment infor

mation which possesses common stochastic characteristics in speech signal, In a speaker-dependent phoneme and 

word recognition experiment, we show that the proposed algorithm results in higher recognition rate than the con

ventional corrective training method and requires less amount of computation. This shows the importance of state 

segment information in corrective training,

'요 약

본 논문에서는 HMM 파라메터 추정을 위해 분절단위 정보를 이용하는 수정된 団정학습 방법을 제안한다. 수정된 교정학 

습 방법은 기존의 교정학습 방법에서 사용하는 전향•후향 알고리즘 대신에 분절단위 K-means 알고리즘을 사용하여 HMM 

파라메터를 교정한다. 이 방식은 분절단위 K-means 알고리즘이 음성신호내의 공통의 통계적 특성을 가지는 상태단위 정보 

를 강조한다는 사실을 이용하였다. 화자종속 음소 및 단어인식 실험에서 제안된 알고리즘이 기존의 교정학습 방법보다 적은 

계산량으로도 향상된 인식률을 보여주었다. 이것은 HMM 교정학습에서 상태단위 정보가 중요함을 보여준다.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the use of the HMM is 

very effective in automatic speech recognition 

[1]. Most HMM-based systems use the forward

backward algorithm for parameter estimation, which 

obtains an approximation to the maximum likeli

hood estimates(MLE) of the HMM parameters. 

MLE is based on the assumption that the under

lying models are correct. In reality, however, this 

is extremely an inappropriate assumption about 
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the speech production process. To overcome the 

defects from the incorrect assumption, the cor*  

rective training method has been proposed[2][3]

[4] . The criterion in the corrective training me

thod is not to maximize the likelihood for training 

data, but to minimize the error rate on training 

data. That is, when there is a recognition error on 

training data, or even when a wrong candidate 

gets too close to the right one, the initial model 

parameters are adj usted so as to lower the prob

ability of the label responsible for the mistake or 

the near-miss. In this paper, we present a modi

fied corrective training method using the state 

segment information in HMM, which improves 

the discriminant ability of the models.

II. CORRECTIVE TRAINING

The corrective training(CT) algorithm has the 

following training procedure for a set of Markov 

models.

1. Using some training data and the forward-back

ward algorithm, obtain an estimate,人 of the 

parameters.

2. Perform speech recognition on the training da

ta using the statistics 1.

3. If any utterance w is misrecognized as co, ad

just A so as to make w more probable and cd 

less probable.

4. If any adjustments to A were made, return to 

Step 2.

The corrective training is similar to an error

correction training procedure for the linear clas

sifier. While the latter can be shown to converge

[5] , convergence for the corrective training has 

not been proven. Nevertheless, in practice the 

method does appear to converge.

Leaving aside the convergence problem, the 

corrective training is appealing from a pragmatic 

point of view. It is not assumed that the models 

are correct. For any set of models, the corrective 

training attempts to find statistics which make 

the models work. Instead of seeking statistics 

which maximize the likelihood, it acts directly on 

the error rate. Since the corrective training be

gins with the conventional forward-backward par

ameter estimates, and since any parameter values 

that increase the error rate can be discarded, the 

final estimates after corrective training cannot 

have a higher error rate on the training data than 

MLE.

Of course, statistics which minimize the error 

rate on training data, do not necessarily minimize 

the error rate on test data, For this reason, it is 

important that the training data be representa

tive of the intended application, and that as much 

data as practicable be made available for training 

purposes.

Let us now consider the implementation of the 

corrective training in more detail. Any adjust

ment to X may introduce new errors. This is es

pecially like where the probability of the correct 

model is only slightly greater than the probability 

of some other (incorrect) model. Therefore, X is 

adjusted whenever the probability of an incorrect 

model is relatively close to the probability of the 

correct model. This helps to prevent new errors 

being introduced, and accelerates convergence. It 

also increases the difference in the probabilities 

of the correct and incorrect models, and hence 

the robustness of the recognizer.

The following algorithm incorporates the above 

considerations. It has two parameters, p and d, 

which affect the rate of convergence and the ex

tent to which the correct and incorrect proba

bilities are driven apart.

1. Using some labeled training data, apply the for

ward-backward algorithm iteratively to obtain 

an estimate A of the parameters, and to com

pute the approximate frequencies c(k, a) for 

each label k in the label alphabet and each arc 

a in the arc inventory.

2. For each utterance u in the training data, use 

the statistics 1 to compute the probability P{ " 

I w \ for the correct model w, and the prob
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ability P{"|a万} for each incorrect model on 

the model list. Perform Step 3 for every triple 

u, w, an, satisfying log P{w |co/}> log P{u\w} 

一&

3. Using the correct model w with the current 

statistics 人，and using only those labels corre

sponding to utterance u, apply one iteration of 

the forward-backward algorithm to obtain an 

estimate Cwkk, a) of the number of times each 

label k was produced by each arc a. Similarly, 

using the incorrect model (此 compute the ap

proximate frequencies 琴(&, a). For each label 

k and arc a, replace c(k, a) by c{k, a) +y(聲, 

0 a) 一琴(及々))，where 7 = p if (log P{z"刃} 

— log P{u\a)i} <. 0, and 7 decreases linearly 

from £ to 0 as (log PS I 加一 log P3|g，) 
increases from 0 to 力

4. If 거ny adjustments were made in Step 3, re

place any negative frequencies c(k, a) by 0, 

recompute the parameters A., and return to 

Step 2.

The parameter 6 in Step 2 defines a near-miss 

and the parameter 7 in Step 3 defines the degree 

of scaling. The error-correcting adjustments are 

made in Step 3. The frequencies c^(k, a) for the 

correct model w are added to the existing frequ

encies, and the frequencies c^(k, a) for the incor

rect model a)i are subtracted. This biases the 

frequencies in favor of the correct model and 

against the incorrect model, thereby increasing P 

{u\w} and decreasing P{w |co/} as required.

Recently, an alternative error-correction strat

egy has been proposed by T. H. Applebaum and 

B. A. Hanson⑶.This method adjusts the frequ

encies of both the correct model and the incor

rect model. That is, the error-correcting adj ustm- 

ents in Step 3 are modified as follows.

cw(k, a) =cw(k, a) +y • c^(k, a) (1)

a)=島,侬 a) -7 -我佳,a)y (2)

where a) is the approximate frequency for 

the correct model w, and c(t)i(k, a) is the approxi

mate frequency for the incorrect model co,.

The experiments for the corrective training al

gorithm have been performed only on acoustically 

confused words since adjustments to the para

meters will only be made for errors and near- 

misses. The results have shown that the perform

ance of corrective training is better 나lan either 

MLE via the forward-backward algorithm or 

MMIE, although the corrective trailing algorithm 

is sensitive to selection of parameters.

DI. SEGMENTAL CORRECTIVE TRAINING

The coventional corrective training is perfor

med using the forward-backward algorithm. That 

is, when the likelihood for each model in the vo

cabulary given an utterance in the training data 

is computed, the forward algori나im is used. Also, 

the estimate of the frequency count for each 

codeword in an output probability distribution is 

obtained using forward-backward algorithm. The

refore, this method biases the frequency counts 

in favor of the correct model and against the in

correct model in the sence of maximum lik이i- 

hood.

Recently, Juang, B. H. has proposed another 

parameter estimation method for the HMM- 

based system, called the segmental K-means al- 

gorithm[6]. This me나lod focuses on the prob

ability of the most likely state sequence as op

posed to summing the probabilities over all poss

ible state sequences in each model. This is mo

tivated from the fact 나lat the modeling by the 

segmental K-means algorithm may be reasonable 

in the sence that modeling and decoding must be 

performed on a same criterion, since the Viterbi 

scoring algori나im with backtrace search is ef

ficient for decoding words (or phonemes) in con*  

tinuous speech recognition. Moreover, the seg

mental K-means algorithm has more emphasis on 

the model state segment information which pos

sesses common stochastic characteristics in 

speech signal, and can avoid numerical difficult

ies associated with the forward-backward algor
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ithm, such as probability calculation and scaling 

[7], On the other hand, this algorithm tends to 

over-estimate the HMM parameters to the train

ing data, and consequently may result in poor 

performance on the test data. However, a proper 

use of the state segment information will improve 

the disciminant property between the models.

From these considerations, we can expect that 

the modified corrective training with segmental 

correction will enhance the recognition perform

ance of the HMM-based system. The procedure 

of the modified algorithm which we call as seg

mental corrective training is as follows.

1. Using some labeled training data, apply the 

forward-backward algorithm iteratively to ob

tain an estimate A. of the model parameters, 

and apply the segmental K- means algorithm to 

compute the approximate counts cw(k, a) for 

each label k and each arc a in each phoneme 

model w.

2. For each phoneme utterance u in the training 

data, use the statistics A to compute the state- 

optimized likelihood Pr{u, s|w}  for the cor

rect phonemen model w, and the state-op

timized likelihood Pr{u, s| } for each incor

rect phoneme model wi on the phoneme list. 

Perform step 3 for every triple u, w, w、 

satisfying log Pr{u, s  \ w,} > log Pr{u, s|w}  

&

*

*

* *

3. Using the Markov model for the correct pho

neme w the current statistics 1, and 니sing only 

those labels corresponding to the utterance u, 

apply one iteration of the segmental K-means 

algorithm to obtain an estimate a) of the 

number of times each label k was produced by 

each arc a. Similarly, using the model for the 

incorrect phoneme Wi, compute the approxi

mate counts a). Then, update both

a) and cWl(ky a) as the followings.

cw(k, a) =cw(kt a) +y - cM, a) (3)

cWt(k, a) =cWt{k, a) -Y • Cw^k, a), (4) 

where

J B, if (log Pr{u, s*| 如Tog Pr{u, s*| 咐})MO 
7 = (

I g(]—log PrLu, s*  丨}一log F* {就，s*  丨 w,) 

迁 (log Pr{u, s*  I w} —log Pr{ut s*  |w})MB.

4. If any adjustments were made in step 3, re

place any negative counts cw(k, a) by 0, ce- 

compute the parameters in X、and return to 

step 2.

The state-optimized likelihood Pr{u, s*|w}  in 

step 2 is obtained by the Viterbi scoring algor

ithm, and the best state sequence s*  in the model 

w for the utterance u is also obtained by back- 

trackin the Viterbi decoding path. The near-miss 

factor 6 affects the extent to which to which the 

correct and incorrect probabilities are driven 

apart, and the learning rate B affects the rate of 

convergence.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

The performance of the proposed segmental 

corrective training method was obtained for a 

speaker-dependent phoneme and word recognition 

system whose recognition units are phonemes. 

We used 43 Korean context-independent phoneme 

models, and each word was modeled by concat

enating the corresponding phoneme models. Each 

phoneme HMM is a simple left-to-right model 

with 3 states and 7 transitions as shown in Figi. 

The transitions are tied into three groups for ro

bust estimation of output probabilities. Transi

tions in the same group share the same output

Fig. 1. The phoneme model used in this system.
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probabilities represented by B, M, and E. This 

model assumes that there are at most three 

steady states for a phoneme, which are indicated 

by the self-loops. Furthermore, the lower tran

sition explicitly models short durations. The vo

cabulary consists of phonetically balanced 100 

Korean words and one male speaker uttered 100 

words with 5 repetitions; utterances obtained 

from 4 repetitions were used in the training phase 

and the remaining was used in the test phase.

Utterances were low-pass filtered with the cut

off frequency of 4.5KHz and sampled at lOKHz. 

End points of the utterances were detected manu

ally to obtain the exact performance of the 

proposed method. Smoothed power spectra were 

obtained in every 10msec interval by using the 

homomorphic processing method. As the input 

feature vectors of HMM, sixteen frequency-band 

energies in a mel-frequency domain were compu

ted from the spectra and vector-quantized. The 

size of the VQ codebook was 256.

The HMM parameters for each phoneme were 

estimated by five different methods : first, the 

forward-backward estimation (FB), second, the 

segmental K-means re-estimation (only for the 

output probabilities) of the HMM parameters 

initialized by the forward-backward algorithm 

(FB + SKM), third, the conventional corrective 

training of the HMM parameters estimated by 

the first method (FB+CT), fourth, the segmen

tal corrective training of the HMM parameters 

estimated by the second method (FB+SKM + 

SCT), and last, the segmental corrective training 

of the HMM parameters estimated by the first 

method (FB+SCT). In these experiments, we 

did not adjust the transition probabilities, which 

are relatively unimportant in our system. We set 

the learning rate 0 to 1 from the previous works 

and the near-miss factor S to 为, log Pr{u 

| 如 for the conventional method and to - log 

Pr{u, s*  \w} for the segmental method, where 施 

was varied from 0 to 0.03. Also, five iterations of 

corrective training were performed.

Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the convergence beha

viors for the three HMM parameter estimation 

methods with the corrective training procedure. 

In the figures, the number of errors mean the nu

mber of times an incorrect phoneme was found to 

be more probable than the correct phoneme in 

the training script and the number of adjustments 

mean the total number of errors and near-misses. 

As shown in Fig.2, the number of errors decrease 

fast until the 3rd iteration and no appreciable re

duction in error counts results after that. The er- 

ror rates on the training data were lowest for the 

FB + SKM+SCT method. The recognition accur^ 

acies evaluated on test data by the Viterbi scor

ing for the five parameter estimation methods are 

given in Table 1. Phoneme accuracies were obta

ined on 375 phoneme test data in the phonetically 

balanced 100 words. Word accuracies were obta

ined on the 100 word test data. Best performan 

ces for the three methods with corrective train

ing procedure were obtained at 况= 0.02 and 

interation = 3. The FB+SCT method yields the 

highest recognition rate. The performance of the 

FB + SKM+SCT method was ranked 2nd on 나ye 

test data while it yields the best performance on 

the training data. This is due to the fact that the 

FB+SKM+SCT method over-estimates the 

model parameters to the training data by using 

the state segment information too muc.

Iteralion number

Fig 2. Number of errors versus iteration number for 

three estimation methods (g=L 曷= 0.02, and 

training data size = 1505).

(a)FB + CT (b)FB + SKM + SCT

(c)FB + SCT
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Fig. 3. Number of adjustments versus iteration nu

mber for three estimation rrtethods 3 = 1, &)= 

0.02, and training data size —1505).

(a)FB + CT (b)FB + SKM + SCT 

(c)FB + SCT

Table 1. Performance comparison of the five par

ameter estimation methods in speaker-depen

dent phoneme and word recognition (at 3 = 1, 

Do = 0.02, and iteration = 3).

Estimation method Phoneme accuracy (%) Word acc 나 racy(%)

FB 71.5 88

FB+SKM 72.5 88

FB+CT 72.5 89

FB+SKM+SCT 70.9 90

FB+SCT 74.9 93

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied a training procedure based on 

the modified corrective training which uses the 

segmental information in speech signals. While 

the conventional corrective training corrects the 

HMM parameters by the forward-backward algo

rithm, the mod迁ied algori나im corrects the HMM 

parameters by the segmental K-means algorithm. 

In the initialization procedure for the corrective 

training algorithms, two HMM parameter sets 

are used : (1) a set estimated by 나冷 forward-ba- 

ckward algorith, (2)a set re-estimated by the 

segmental K-means algorithm from the set obta

ined in (1).

We have experimented the proposed algorithm 

on a speaker-dependent phoneme and word recog

nition system using context-independent phoneme 

models. From the experimental results, the pro

posed segmental corrective training initialized by 

the forward-backward algorithm has been shown 

to have the best performance. The gain on the 

phoneme recognition accuracy against the con

ventional corrective training is 2.4%, and the 

gain on the word recognition accuracy is 4%. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the use of the 

segment기 information in corrective training im

proves the discriminant ability of the phoneme 

models, and so improves the recognition perfor

mance for the HMM-based phoneme or word rec

ognition systems. This reflects the importance of 

state segment information in corrective training.
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